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Thornhill - Pam Smy

One Of Us Is Lying - Karen
McManus

Apple And Rain- Sarah
Crossan

Girl Missing - Sophie
McKenzie

Told through a
combination of wordless

Engrossing locked room

Compelling family drama -

Gripping thriller, inspired

illustrated pages and diary

mystery with plenty of

Apple's mum returns after

by the real-life case of a

11 years away.

toddler who went missing

You will laugh & cry!

in the early ‘90s

Beautifully written with a

Compulsive Reading

entires this is an
atmospheric and chilling
read
Carnegie Shortlisted

suspense
5 strangers walk into detention
and only 4 walk out alive.
Everyone is a suspect, and
everyone has something to
hide

Rail Head - Philip Reeve

The Recruit (Cherub) Robert Muchamore

sneaky helping of poetry
sprinkled throughout

Alex Rider - Anthony
Horowitz

Jessica's Ghost - Andrew
Norris

Thrilling Sci Fi adventure
/conspiracy thriller

First in bestselling series

Stormbreaker is the first in

Friendship

Astonishing world building

CHERUB agents are aged

this hugely popular series

Bullying

with talking trains &

between 10 & 17, slipping

14 year old Alex is

Francis is the only one who

intergalactic travel

under adult radar they get

forcibly recruited into MI6

has been able to see

Brilliantly inventive

info that sends criminals

Teenage spy

Jessica since she died...

and terrorists to jail.

Mortal danger!

The Curious Incident of the
Dog In The Night-Time Mark Haddon

Looking For JJ - Anne
Cassidy
When a 10-year-old girl kills

Modern Classic

her best friend, she is

15 year old Christopher has

convicted of manslaughter

Asperger's & is obsessed with

and locked away. Seven years

maths, science and Sherlock

later she is released on

Holmes but finds it hard to

licence with a new identity

understand other people

Gritty & compulsive reading

A Gathering Light Jennifer Donnelly
Genre defying...
Murder
Mystery
Historical fiction
Coming of age story with
a touch of romance

Orbiting Jupiter- Gary D
Schmidt
Superbly written - the spare
writing and slim size make
this a pocket gem
Your heart will ache for 14
year old Joseph and his quest
to find the daughter he's
never seen

Mortal Engines - Philip
Reeve

The Hunger Games Suzanne Collins

Everything Everything Nicola Yoon

The Potion Diaries - Amy
Alward

Futuristic and imaginative

Definitely worth a read if

Story of secrets, lies, love

Good old fashioned quest

with a definite steampunk

you've not got round to it

and discovery

meets social media

vibe

yet

Maddy is allergic to the

Page turning around the

Traction cities roam the

Page turning dystopian

world; stepping outside

world adventure

world capturing and

fiction

her home could kill her. But

Unicorns, abominables,

eating smaller towns

The book is better than the

then Olly moves in next

mermaids, and potion

Recent film version

film!

door...

making

Itch - Simon Mayo

The Skylarks' War - Hilary
McKay

An accidental, accident-

To All The Boys I've Loved
Before - Jenny Han

Between Shades of Gray Ruta Sepetys

Read the book that
Haunting and powerful

prone hero.

Historical fiction following

inspired the Netflix series

Science is his weapon.

the loves and losses of a

When Lara Jean's letters

Elements are his gadgets

family growing up against

are mysteriously mailed out

Adventure ensue when Itch

the harsh backdrop of

her love life goes from

finds an element not on

World War One

imaginary to out of

history you don't get taught at

the Periodic Table

Superb charcaters

control!

School

Wonder - R J Palacio

Long Way Down - Jason
Reynolds

Orion Lost - Alastair
Chisholm

Second World War novel
Also been made into the film
Ashes In The Snow
Sepetys excels at writing the

Anya's Ghost - Vera Brosgol
Graphic Novel

Born with a terrible facial
abnormality, Auggie has been

Will's brother, is shot dead, Will

Hugely gripping, with

Of all the things Anya

home-schooled by his parents

is ready to follow "the rules"

incredible twists

expected to find at the

his whole life. Now, for the first

and get revenge...

Fast-paced, action-packed

bottom of an old well, a new

time, he's being sent to a real

Tense & powerful - Carnegie

story

friend was not one of them.

school

shortlisted

Unputdownable science

Especially not a new friend

Funny, frank and very moving

Told in real time during a lift

fiction adventure - perfect for

who's been dead for a

journey in a block of flats

fans of Star Wars.

century...

